
Remote Sensing and Applied Image Analysis 201

Image Analysis

What is Image Analysis?
The art of extraction of meaningful information from spatial (raster) data.

Main Procedures of IA
Data importation
Image rectification: lense distortion, geometric correction, orthorectification (aerial photos),
georeferencing.
Image correction: deals with returned values, atmospheric correction, hills (low contrast
blue/purple), sensor variations (electric noise and temperature), source/target/receiver
geometry.
Image analysis: enhance, feature extraction, data fusion (multiple datasets), data
compression, functional modelling and analysis, data filtering, image classification.
Data visualisation: output production.

Image Representation
What is an image? An image is an interplay of brightness and texture. Texture is brightness

and colour (what the hell does this mean?). Black and white representation: analogue (newsprint),
digital (raster), and greyscale (photography). Half-tones: laser printers use B&W to fool you to think
it's greyscale with variable pitch dots.

Colour Models
Additive: ROB (red, green, blue) and HSV or HSI (hue, saturation, intensity).
Subtractive: CYMK or CMYK (cyan, yellow, magenta, black (K)).

Photography (B&W)
Photo (film) is irregular array of light sensitive grains of silver halide. Large grains have

good sensitivity to light but poor spatial resolution. Small grains have poor ligh sensitivity but good
spatial resolution.

Raster System
Raster is an array of cells with each cell having a certain value (cell = pixel = picture element).

The array may be regular or non-regular. A variable resolution raster system is called quadtree.

Coordinate systems: image coordinates, map coordinates.
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Does the coordinate represent the origin or centre of the pixel? A dark pixel is onc with a low value.
Values are represented by digital numbers (DNs). Bright pixels have high DNs. Most RS use a byte
to represent one band for one pixel (image is made up of several bands - one for red, one for green,
and one for blue. Or one for each wavelength band of the sensor). A byte is 28 which gives 256
possible DNs for each pixel (0 to 255). The number of possible values for a pixel is called the
quantisation. High quantisation = more possible values = higher sensitivity. A sensor called AVHRR
uses 12-bit which is 212 possible DNs (4096). This is said to have high quantisation. A platform
may record a higher quantisation than an digital image processor can handle.

Look-up Tables (LUTs)
A look up table gives a way to represent single band images. An example of a LUT is the

greyscale. A colour look up table (cLur)  is like greyscale but in colour. The rainbow is a good
example of a CLUT, high DNs might be given red end colours and low DNs might be given blue end
colours.

Colour Models in More Detail
RGB (additive) is used when light provides the colour. CYMK is used for reflectance

(subtractive) and thus in printing and paints.

ROB

When using a byte (256 DNs) for each of the three colour bands you are said to have 24-bit colour
(8-bit for each of three bands).

CYMK



Image Quality
Good quality data (high quality sensors), quality in representation, resolution and

quantisation.

Trade offs: D o u b l i n g  resolution means quadrupling storage space and processing time.
Doubling quantisation of 8-bit band means only an eighth more space / processing.

Reduced quantisation shows terracing over areas of low intensity change. Human eye is only
sensitive to about 30 or 40 different greys in one scene. Most people infact can only distinguish 20.

Perception of Light

Colour Perception
Eyes sensitive to R, G, B wavebands (note - bands). Blue has lowest spatial resolution

because only 4 % of cones in eye sensitive to blue. Colour juxtaposition shows different contrasts
(can fool brain). Brain produces two chromatic (colour) and one achromatic brightness) channel.
Chromatic: Channe l  A (red minus green)

Channel B (sum of red and green, minus blue)
Achromatic: Channel C (sum of red and green)
(I have no idea what the above means or how it works)

Remember that certain colour blends aren't percieved by humans. You can't get a blueish yellow or a
reddish green for examples. Note - blue doesn't contribute to scene brightness in humans. Note -
don't always believe your eyes.

Image Processing
Summary: input filters and data storage, image display (single band), image enhancement

(histogram stretch and decorrelation stretch), IA functions (functional analysis and classification).

Conventional image processing: each step done to each pixel. A Landsat scene is 6200 x 6200 pixels
which yields 230 megs for a 6-band dataset. This is a huge storage.

ER Mapper approach: only performs steps to pixels that are displayed on the screen. Store only the
orginal dataset and a set of instructions (algorithm) to manipulate the original dataset. Reprocess the
algorithm each time you pan or zoom (on the fly).

Image Representation
Binary versus text (ascii - american standard code for information interchange ??). Binary is

more compact. For a single byte DN ascii is three times as large. In ascii you might represent a dark
grey (DN = 070) by the characters "070". The zero, seven, and zero use a byte of storage each which
is three bytes total. Binary simple uses the bits "01000110" which is the number 70 and uses a single
byte of storage.



Interleaving bands in an Image File
Case: we have an ROB image which obviously has three bands (red, green, blue). How do

we store the R,G, and B values corresponding to each pixel? In other words, what does the file
format look like? Three methods: BIL, BIP, BSQ.
BIL: b a n d  interleaved by line.
BIP: b a n d  interleaves by pixel.
BSQ: band sequential

BIL: 8,3,4,6,132,164,171,165,31,47,83,91,27,9,81,36,130,81,67,172,22,64,111,0,255...
BIP: 8,132,31,3,164,47,4,171,83,6,165,91,27,130,22,9,81,64,81,67,111,36,172,0,255...
BSQ: 8,3,4,6,27,9,81,36,255,52,98,76,31,42,42,48,132,164,171,165,130,81,67,172,118...

So we can see that BIL does first line: band 1, band 2, band 3; second line: band 1, band 2, band 3;
third line: band 1, band 2, band 3.., etc...
BIP considered each pixel one by one and gives all band info for each pixel. First pixel: band 1, band
2, band 3; second pixel: band 1, band 2, band 3; third pixel: band 1, band 2, band 3.... etc...
BSQ looks at the first band and gives the whole image in band 1, then the whole image as band 2,
then the whole image as band 3, etc

Why are there three different interleaving methods? Different speed of retrieval, file size, processing
order, etc. Landsat often stored as BIL.

Methods to Store Images /  Retrieve Images
8mm tape drive (kicks arse), 4mm tape (DAT tape, crappy), CD (average), ZIP (average),

floppy disk (shite). Different file suffixes for different image formats: ,bil, .bip, .bsq, .gif, .tif, .tar
(tape archive format), .Z (unix compress), .zip (pk zip), .gz (gnuzip), etcetera....

First step after image importation is viewing. Normal problems after initial importation arc: number
of rows and columns muddled up which gives stripy appearance, bands are swapped around so
colours look all wrong, interleaving formats are mistaken or wrong one used which messed it all up
something chronic.

Data Display
Single band data often displayed with CLUT. Multi-band imagery usually displayed by

selecting three bands and allocating to a colour model (RGB is most common). A fourth band may be
allocated to a height layer for a 3-d representation.



More on Colour Models

RGB in a cube.
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HSV (hue, saturation, intensity).
Hue: r e p r e s e n t s  the dominant wavelength of colour.
Saturation: P u r i t y  of the colour (amount of white light added).
Intensity: A m o u n t  of H+S (brightness).

The HSV cone:



Elementary Visual Enhancement
Each sensor band can be represented by a greyscale image. Low DN = dark. High DN =

bright. Without any enhancement we simply map a pixel to it's value in terms of brightness on the
greyscale. Example: and image might only have a DN range of 23 ->212. The greyscale image
resultant will have no pure black or pure white pixels, nor will it have very dark or very bright
pixels. Enter histogram stretching...
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ER Mapper has a number of histogram transforms. Stretching, shifting, clipping, etc..

a: l i n e a r  transform
b: a u t o c l i p  (clips 0.5% from each end and linear stretch in between)
c: l e v e l  slice (comparable to reducing quantisation and resulting in terracing)
d: h i s t o g r a m  match (to join images together seemlessly in an edgematching process)
e: h i s t o g r a m  equalise (resultant histogram is a horizontal line (or close to it))
1: g a u s s i a n  equalise (resultant histogram is a gaussian curve (normal distribution))
g: l o g a r i t h m i c  transfort (favours low DNs)
h: e x p o n e n t i a l  transform (favour high DNs)
i: n o r m a l ,  no change

Reasons for using histogram operation: improve scene brightness, improve scene contrast, allows
simple image classification, improved visualisation, enhance certain DN range.

Exploratory Data Analysis
Summary: coordinates, distance, pixel values, pixel signatures (spectral), image traverses,

band comparison and scattergrams.



Scattergrams
Certain spectral bands can be correlated (example: in a certain image there might be a high

correlation between bright blue and bright green). Relationships between spectral bands (channels)
can be shown on a scattergram. A scattergram (in two dimensions) has each pixel plotted on a graph
determined by the DN value for two different bands. A part of the image might be selected (example:
only the ocean) and a scattergram might be displayed for only that part of the image. Alternatively,
the entire image will be considered and a scattergram made. In the latter case it may be possible to
select part of the scattergram and have the corresponding pixels highlighted on the image. This
method allows you to identify different spectral relationships.

Functions and Formulae
Simple functions and formulae can be applied between bands to help with the extraction of

information. A common formula is the band difference.

band difference = bl - b2 (The result can be displayed with a LUT and is called a difference image).

Removing Topographic Shadow

Several methods exist to remove shadows (at least minimise them). To remove the topographic effect
of shadows you can perform a "band ratio". This is done by dividing each band by the band with the
lowest DN range. Obviously the result for the band with the lowest DN range is a uniform image of
DN = 1 so this band becomes useless. Landsat band-5 commonly has a low DN range.

•  b a n d  ratio = bl /132 ( w h e r e  b2 has the lowest DN range, apply this to all other bands separately).

Normalisation to a black body (Brovey Transform) is another method to minimise the effect of
topography. First you must make the assumption that the earth is a perfect black body and that the
surface is perfectly diffuse.

Brovey Transform = (N x bl) / (sum bl..bN)
N is the total number of bands being used. Apply this to each band separately. The assumption

here is that the surface is all the same temperature and that the total EMR emitted is uniform over the
entire image.

Virtual Datasets
This is a way of combining two datasets together. Datasets must be properly georeferenced

so they can be aligned in space in relation to each other.

Spatial Filters
Two types: preformula, postformula. Purpose: reduce or remove noise, enhance (sharpen or

smooth), edge detection (directional or non-directional).

Noise. Random noise is electronic interference in the sensor. Salt and pepper noise is very high and



very low values randomly over the image area. Salt and pepper noise can be fixed with convolution
filters in the spatial domain. Systematic noise is due to sensor miscalibration and results in striping.
Fourier analysis in the frequency domain is used to reduce it.

Convolution filtering. Passing a "window" (kernel) over the entire image. Pixels in the window are
used in a calculation. Result is used to produce a new pixel at the centre of the window. Good to
have odd number of rows and columns in a kernel. One type of convolution filter averages the value
of all pixels in the kernel. The result is a smoothed image. Note, size of image gets smaller each time
a filter is applied because the kernel can't hang off the edge of the image. 3x3 smoothing kernel is
called a low-pass filter because is lets low-frequency pass and it blocks high-frequency. It reduces
high spatial frequency.

ER Mapper filters operate at screen resolution on visible pixels only unless you specify "apply at
dataset level".

Salt and Pepper Noise. Pixels with unusually high or low values for no apparent reason. These
might be caused by a power glitch in the sensor or perhaps a speck of dust. Low-pass method is not
the best. A median filter is a better solution. It considers the median pixel value in the kernel and
maps it to the central kernel pixel on the new image, therefore removing outliers. Problem is that it
reduces contrast significantly. The image may also have a blocky appearance. Best filter for salt and
pepper noise is an adaptive filter. This filter contains an* "if / then" statement so that the filter is only
applied if a certain parameter is met. The statement might say "If the range of DNs exceeds 150 then
apply a median filter. If the range is not exceeded then do nothing".

High-pass filters. These emphasise high spatial frequency data.
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Band-pass filters. Remove high and low spatial frequency data but pass everything in between.

Edge detection. Sudden DN change over short distance is emphasised. Edge detection filters measure
DN gradient. These can be directional or non-directional.
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More filtering
The effect of a filter is spatial resolution dependant. Eg. a 7x7 filter would have a very

noticable effect on an image that was only 100x100 pixels. But a 3x3 filter would have little effect
over a 10000x10000 pixel image. ER Mapper applies filters to screen resolution (algorithm) so the
effect is quite noticable. Filters can be square or rectangular.

Hill Shading
Treat the image as a topographic surface. Generate a LUT and select sun position (elevation

and azimuth). Highlights linear structures of a certain strike. Enhances the texture of an image.
Shadows are not cast, simply the aspect is highlighted by the LUT. (ArcInfo GRID will cast
shadows, ER Mapper simply emphasises aspect)

Image Classification
RS data is continual spatial data. At any point, only one value is possible. Different surfaces

have different spectral signatures. There are two methods to classify and image: automatic, semi-
automatic. Classification converts raster (continuous) into descriptive discontinuous (vector) data.

Single-band: Density slicing (histogram stepping). This can make some misclassification but it can be
eliminated with a simple filter such as a majority filter.

Multi-band:
supervised: The analyst knows what the image is of. They tell the computer what's what. The
computer uses this knowledge applied to the entire image.
unsupervised: let the computer do all of the work. You simply try to sort out the results and improve
from there.

Spectral variation: natural variation exists for different objects. Some bands have large DN range,
bimodal distribution, tight fit, etc..

Scattergrams
Two band simple example. Scattergrams plot each pixel by it's DN value for each band. Two

bands gives a two dimensional scattergram. Three bands gives a three dimensional scattergram. Four
bands gives a four dimensional scattergram, etc..
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How do you separate U from W? With band 3.
Separate C from F with both bands.
Separate W from F with band 4.



Parallelepiped Classification
Select areas on the ground of one object type. A two dimensional example: the computer puts

a box around these pixels on the scattergram (multi-dimensional/multi-band uses a multi-dimensional
hypercube). Problem is that the hypercubes may overlap so error and ambiguity are introduced. NB -
density slicing is the one dimensional equivalent of this. NB - outliers are not classified, there is
overlap, doesn't require vast computer power. A hyper cube is defined as a DN range for each band
used. Quite a simple concept really.
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Nearest Neighbour Classification
Similar to parallelpiped. Locates centroid for each cluster on an n-dimensional scattergram.

Assigns pixel to cluster when it is closest to a certain centroid. Problem: doesn't consider the shape
or variance of a cluster - leads to misclassification. Pixels are classified according to distance to a
centroid. NB - centroid is a mean position of the cluster in n-dimensions.
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Probability Functions
An n-dimensional scattergram has probability contours plotted around the clusters. A pixel

that needs classifying is put on the scattergram and is assigned to a cluster based on the probability
countour of each cluster coinciding with the position of the pixel.



Unsupervised Classification (Isocluster, aka k -means)
The user selects a number of clusters to be resolved (the user often overquotes). A pixel

subset is selected. An iterative algorithm is run for a set number or iterations or until a certain stability
is reached. The entire image is now classfied from the subset. (what?)

Consider a two dimensional example.

The algorithm in question: A diagonal line is defined from the origin. Points are placed equidistant
along this line (user quoted four points in this example). All of the pixels whose closest point is the
first point are considered. The average position of these pixels is now the new location of the first
point (called a centroid). (This step applied to all four points along the diagonal line). Now repeat the
process with the centroids. Then repeat again, and again. You will notice the centroids moving
towards the centre of distinct clusters of pixels. The process stops after a certain mathematical
stability is reached or after a define number of iterations.

The classification result is based on each cluster of pixels representing a certain classification
category. A pixel belongs to a cluster when the centroid of that cluster is closer than any other
centroid. The classification image may appear speckled. Most convolution filters will eliminate this
such as a 3x3 majority filter.

Remember: raster data is continuous data. Classification images are not continuous data (they are
discontinuous). A classified image cannot have further treatment applied.

Advanced method: you can create masks out of classified images. Different treatment may be given to
different masks.

Principal Components Analysis
In multi-band imagery there will usually be some bands which have a high correlation.
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How do we decorrelate? Attempt to extract common features of several bands into a single band.

Principal component bands.

PC-1
PC-2
PC-3 V
PC-4
PC-5
PC-6

V
 V V

PC-1 has the most variance
PC-2 has less variance
PC-n has the least variance (in an n-band image)

PC-1 usually captures most topography.

PC-1 lies parallel to the most variance on an n-dimensional plot. PC-2 will lie perpendicular to this
and be along the next most variance. PC-3 is perpendicular aswell and along the third most varied
direction, etc... The gist is that they all lie perpendicular to each other on n-dimensional space.

Viewing PCs. Each PC represents a certain amount of variance of total multi-band image. We view
with the HSV colour model.

The images look rather strange (psychdelic if you may).

Decorrelation Stretch
Find three PCs that you are interested in. Put them on a scattergram. Histogram equalise each

PC individually. Put them back from PC space to coordinate space. Histogram equalise again and
display as ROB.
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Georeferencing
Pixels from RS platform represent a ground location. We might need to assign pixels to a

coordinate system. Georeferencing allows datasets to correlate distances, bearings, etc. The
technique for converting between pixels on an image and coordinates on a map often involves a
multiplication factor and a constant. This assumes flat earth. For large areas where curvature of the
earth must be considered we need to take into account projections and distortions. Another thing to
consider is pixel origin (centre of pixel or top-left corner?). Image warping: use ground control
points (GCPs) and know the true position of these GCPs.

Projections
RS data is a 2 dimensional representation of a 3 dimensional surface. Thus, distortion occurs.

But this distortion can often be predicted. A projection is where a 3d surface is projected onto a 2d
surface. Most projections are designed to preserve either area, distance, or direction.

Cylindrical, conical, planar. Tangential (touching), secant (cutting through). Mercator is vertical
cylinder, transverse mercator is horizontal cylinder (UTM - universal transverse mercator), SOM
(space oblique mercator) is what satellites use where the cylinder is inclined (oblique).

Fourier Analysis
Up until now we've been working mainly in the spatial domain. Now lets have a look at the

frequency domain. Remember that any complicated sound can be made up of a combination of sine
and cosine waves of varying phase, frequency, and amplitude. We can infact convert and image from
spatial domain to frequency domain.

1-1- I (fast fourier transform) generates a power spectrum. Centre is low frequency, vertical is
horizontal and vice versa, has 1800 rotational symmetry. Some noise is global to an entire image such
as Moire Pattern (generated by resampling and image - gives tartan effect). In frequency domain you
can simply switch off this noise because it becomes localised on a power spectrum.

"You've got some great coffee here at Twin Peaks, and some damn fine cherry pie."


